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Crossed beam reaction of cyano radicals with hydrocarbon molecules. IV.
Chemical dynamics of cyanoacetylene „HCCCN; X 1S¿

… formation
from reaction of CN „X 2S¿

… with acetylene, C 2H2„X 1Sg
¿
…
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The chemical reaction dynamics to form cyanoacetylene, HCCCN (X 1S1), via the radical–neutral
reaction of cyano radicals, CN(X 2S1;n50), with acetylene, C2H2(X

1Sg
1), are unraveled in

crossed molecular beam experiments at two collision energies of 21.1 and 27.0 kJ mol21.
Laboratory angular distributions and time-of-flight spectra of the HCCCN product are recorded at
m/e551 and 50. Experiments were supplemented by electronic structure calculations on the doublet
C3H2N potential energy surface and RRKM investigations. Forward-convolution fitting of the
crossed beam data combined with our theoretical investigations shows that the reaction has no
entrance barrier and is initiated by an attack of the CN radical to thep electron density of the
acetylene molecule to form a doublet cis/trans HCCHCN collision complex on the2A8 surface via
indirect reactive scattering dynamics. Here 85% of the collision complexes undergo C–H bond
rupture through a tight transition state located 22 kJ mol21 above the cyanoacetylene, HCCCN
(X 1S1) and H(2S1/2) products~microchannel 1!. To a minor amount~15%! trans HCCHCN shows
a 1,2-H shift via a 177 kJ mol21 barrier to form a doublet H2CCCN radical, which is 46 kJ mol21

more stable than the initial reaction intermediate~microchannel 2!. The H2CCCN complex
decomposes via a rather loose exit transition state situated only 7 kJ mol21 above the reaction
products HCCCN (X 1S1) and H(2S1/2). In both cases the geometry of the exit transition states is
reflected in the observed center-of-mass angular distributions showing a mild forward/sideways
peaking. The explicit identification of the cyanoacetylene as the only reaction product represents a
solid background for the title reaction to be included in reaction networks modeling the chemistry
in dark, molecular clouds, outflow of dying carbon stars, hot molecular cores, as well as the
atmosphere of hydrocarbon rich planets and satellites such as the Saturnian moon Titan. ©2000
American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~00!01136-3#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Investigating the mechanisms to form distinct structu
isomers in extraterrestrial environments is an import
means to test chemical models on the evolution of c
~dark! molecular clouds. The HC3N isomers cyanoacetylene
HCCCN, isocyanoacetylene, HCCNC, and HNCCC rep
sent a particular problem as this system is the only kno
example of three structural isomers existing in the interste
medium.1 Among them the thermodynamically most stab
HCCCN isomer has the largest abundance; both metas
HCCNC and HNCCC molecules were identified in the co
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molecular cloud TMC-1 and the outflow of the carbon s
IRC110126. A recent line survey toward the Taurus m
lecular cloud TMC-1 yielded abundance ratios
@HCCCN#:@HCCNC#:@HNCCC#51000:8:1.2 Although the
number densities are well established, the formation mec
nism of these isomers is far from being resolved. Io
molecule reactions have been proposed in chemical mo
of the interstellar medium~ISM!, but failed to reproduce the
relative abundances.3 Supported by electronic structure ca
culations, this model suggested a recombination of inters
lar HCCCNH1 ions with an electron from the cosmic radia
tion followed by an isomerization from HCCCNH t
HCCNCH and H atom emission. However, this reaction
quence yields ratios of@HCCCN#:@HCCNC#:@HNCCC#
5240:8:1. As a consequence, even though this mechan
can explain satisfactorily the abundances of both metast
isomers quantitatively, the majority of the HCCCN mo
ecules cannot be produced via ion–molecule reactions.

It was therefore suggested that the bimolecular neutr
neutral reaction of the cyanogen radical, CN(X 2S), with
acetylene, C2H2(X

1Sg
1), might produce cyanoacetylene i
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the outflow of the circumstellar envelope surrounding
carbon star IRC110216,4 hot molecular cores,5 and dark
molecular clouds such as TMC-1:6

CN~X 2S1!1C2H2~X 1Sg
1!→HCCCN~X 1S1!1H~2S1/2!.

~1!

Recent laboratory measurements at ultralow temperature
low as 20 K show that the reaction rate constant of~1! in-
creases as the temperature decreases, reaching a maxim
5310210cm3 s21 at 30 K, i.e., in the order of gas phas
collisions. However, these studies can monitor only the
cay kinetics of the CN radical, and hence reaction produ
could not be determined explicitly.7

Investigation at the molecular level, where it is possib
to observe the consequences of a single reactive event
provide a direct insight into the reaction mechanism. W
have recently reported8 the first investigation of the title re
action by means of the crossed molecular beam~CMB! tech-
nique with mass spectrometric detection; the CN/H excha
channel was found to occur through the formation of a bou
intermediate formed following the addition of a CN radic
to thep system of acetylene. Here, we report a more ext
sive investigation where the dependence of chemical reac
dynamics on the collision energy is also examined. In ad
tion, the experimental results are complemented by the
completeab initio molecular orbital calculations of the rea
tion potential energy surface, where all the possible reac
pathways were considered; the calculated geometry of
decomposing transition states allowed us to rationalize
observed preference for sideways scattering. The branc
ratios among the possible reaction pathways were de
mined within the RRKM model.

II. EXPERIMENT AND DATA ANALYSES

The experiments were performed with the 35 in. cros
molecular beams machine.9 Briefly, a pulsed supersoni
cyano radical beam, CN(X 2S1;n50) in the vibrational
ground state is generatedin situ via laser ablation of graphite
at 266 nm and seeding the ablated species in neat nitro
carrier gas that acts as a reactant as well. The Spectra Ph
GCR 270-30 Nd-YAG laser operates at 30 Hz and 30 mJ
pulse. A chopper wheel selects a segment of the CN be
cf. Table I, which intersects a second, pulsed acetyle
C2H2, beam at 90° in the interaction region. Reactively sc
tered species are detected using a triply differentia
pumped detector consisting of a Brink-type electron-imp
ionizer, quadrupole mass filter, and a Daly ion detecto10

recording time-of-flight spectra~TOF! at different laboratory
angles. Data accumulation times range up to 4 h at every

TABLE I. Experimental beam conditions and 1s errors: most probable ve
locity vp , speed ratioS, most probable collision energy of the CN bea
with the acetylene molecules,Ecoll , and center-of-mass angles,uCM .

Experiment vp ,m s21 S Ec ,kJ mol21 QCM

CN/C2H2 1560630 6.860.5 21.160.7 30.060.1
CN/C2H2 1828620 6.060.2 27.060.4 26.260.3
C2H2 900615 12.060.5 ••• ¯
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angle. Integrating these TOF spectra at different laborat
angles and correcting for the CN beam intensity drift yie
the laboratory angular distribution~LAB !. A forward-
convolution technique is employed to gain information
the reaction dynamics from the laboratory data.11 This ap-
proach assumes an angular fluxT(u) and a translational en
ergyP(ET) trial distribution in the center-of-mass coordina
system assuming mutual independence. The final outcom
the generation of a velocity flux contour mapI (u,u) in the
center-of-mass frame showing the intensity as a function
angleu and velocityu. This plot contains all the basic infor
mation of the reactive scattering process.

III. ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE AND RRKM
CALCULATIONS

The potential energy surface~PES! of the reaction be-
tween C2H2 and the CN(X 2S1;n50) radical has been in
vestigated in terms ofab initio molecular orbital methods
We have employed the hybrid density functional B3LY
method, i.e., Becke’s three-parameter nonlocal excha
functional12 with the correlation functional of Lee, Yang, an
Parr,13 and the 6-311G(d,p) basis set.14 All computation has
been carried out using theGAUSSIAN 98 program package.15

The structures of the intermediates and transition states w
confirmed with the vibrational analysis; all relative energ
shown in this paper are the corrected values of the zero-p
vibrational energies. The coupled cluster CCSD~T! calcula-
tions with the 6-311G(d,p) basis set have also been pe
formed for some of the critical structures in order to refi
the energetics.16

According to the quasiequilibrium theory or RRKM
theory,17 the rate constantk(E) at a collision energyE for a
unimolecular reactionA* →A]→P can be expressed as

k~E!5
s

h
•

W#~E2E#!

r~E!
, ~2!

where s is the symmetry factor,W#(E2E#) denotes the
total number of states of the transition state~activated com-
plex! A] with the barrierE#,r(E) represents the density o
states of the energized reactant moleculeA* , and P is the
product or products. The harmonic oscillator and rigid ro
approximation were assumed for the species involv
throughout the rate constant calculations. The saddle p
method was applied to evaluater(E) andW(E).

IV. RESULTS

A. Reactive scattering signal

Reactive scattering signal was observed atm/e
551 (C3NH1) and 50 (C3N

1); cf. Figs. 1–4. TOF spectra
recorded at both mass-to-charge ratios show identical
terns revealing that the product of gross formula C3NH is the
only one formed from the reaction and that it fragments
the daughter ion withm/e550 in the electron impact ionizer
We did not observe any adduct at mass-to-charge ratio
this indicates that the lifetime of C2H2CN is too short to
survive the flight from the collision region to the ionize
Because of the high background level atm/e527, we were
IP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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8658 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 113, No. 19, 15 November 2000 Huang et al.
unable to detect a possible HCN or HNC reaction prod
from the H abstraction reaction to the ethynyl radical C2H.

B. Laboratory angular distributions „LAB … and TOF
spectra

The most probable Newton diagrams of the react
CN(X 2S1)1C2H2(X

1Sg
1)→HCCCN(X 1S1)1H(2S1/2)

together with the laboratory product angular distributions
shown in Figs. 1 and 2 for the lower and higher collisi
energy, respectively. TOF spectra recorded at selected an
are depicted in Figs. 3 and 4. The solid lines superimpo
on the experimental data are the calculated curves when
ploying the center-of-mass best-fit functions of Figs. 5 and
Both LAB distributions are slightly forward scattered wi
respect to the primary cyano radical beam and peak at 2
and 25.0° at lower and higher collision energy, respective
that is close to the center-of-mass position angles of 30
and 26.2°. Both LAB distributions are very broad and spre
over 40° and 50° in the scattering plane suggesting that
P(ET)’s peak well away from zero. If we compare the
scattering ranges with limiting Newton circles of the possi
C3HN isomers, it is obvious that the thermodynamica
most stable cyanoacetylene isomer, HCCCN(X 1S1), is
mainly formed.

FIG. 1. Lower: Newton diagram for the reaction CN(X 2S1)
1C2H2(X

1Sg
1) at a collision energy of 21.1 kJ mol21. The circle delimits

the maximum center-of-mass recoil velocity of the HCCCN product. Upp
Laboratory angular distribution of the HCCCN product atm/e550. Circles
and error bars indicate experimental data, the solid line the calculated
tribution.
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C. Center-of-mass translational energy distributions,
P„ET…

Figures 5 and 6 depict the best-fit center-of-mass tra
lational energy distribution functions within our experime
tal error limits. All P(ET)’s peak between 20 and 3
kJ mol21, suggesting that the exit transition state from t
decomposing C3H2N intermediate to the reaction products
likely to be tight, involving a repulsive bond rupture and
significant electron reorganization. The best fitP(ET) energy
tails extend up to an energy maximumEmax of 100–132
kJ mol21 ~Fig. 5! and 100–123 kJ mol21 ~Fig. 6!. The fits of
the laboratory data do not change if theP(ET)’s are ex-
tended or shortened by 10 kJ mol21. If we account for the
collision energies, we find that the reaction is exothermic
about 90610 kJ mol21. Comparing this data with the exo
thermicities based on our electronic structure calculati
~94 kJ mol21!, shows that the thermodynamically most stab
cyanoacetylene isomer is formed; cf. Sec. V. The thermo
namically unfavorable isocyanoacetylene isomer, HCCN
is less stable by 107 kJ mol21 and therefore its formation is
not consistent with the experimental findings. Finally, t
fraction of total available energy channeling into trans
tional energy of the products has been calculated: by ass
ing HCCCN as the only reaction product, we find fractio
of 33%–36% almost independent on the collision ener

r:

is-

FIG. 2. Lower: Newton diagram for the reaction CN(X 2S1)
1C2H2(X

1Sg
1) at a collision energy of 27.0 kJ mol21. The circle delimits

the maximum center-of-mass recoil velocity of the HCCCN product. Upp
Laboratory angular distribution of the HCCCN product atm/e550. Circles
and error bars indicate experimental data, the solid line the calculated
tribution.
IP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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This data is similar to complex forming reactions of atom
carbon and cyano radicals with unsaturated hydrocarbon
studied earlier in our group.18

D. Center-of-mass angular distributions, T„u…, and
flux contour maps, I„u,u …

All T(u)’s and I (u,u)’s are forward–backward asym
metric and show intensity ratios at the poles

FIG. 3. Time-of-flight data of selected laboratory angles as indicated in
1. The dots indicate the experimental data, the solid lines the calculate

FIG. 4. Time-of-flight data of selected laboratory angles as indicated in
2. The dots indicate the experimental data, the solid lines the calculate
Downloaded 08 May 2006 to 128.171.55.146. Redistribution subject to A
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I (0°)/I (180°)51.24 at lower andI (0°)/I (180°)51.17 at
higher collision energy, respectively; cf. Figs. 5–8. T
product intensity observed in the whole angular range s
gests that the reaction follows indirect scattering dynam

.
fit.

.
fit.

FIG. 5. Lower: Center-of-mass angular flux distribution for the react
CN(X 2S1)1C2H2(X

1Sg
1) at a collision energy of 21.1 kJ mol21. Upper:

Center-of-mass translational energy flux distribution for the react
CN(X 2S1)1C2H2(X

1Sg
1) at a collision energy of 21.1 kJ mol21.

FIG. 6. Lower: Center-of-mass angular flux distribution for the react
CN(X 2S1)1C2H2(X

1Sg
1) at a collision energy of 27.0 kJ mol21. Upper:

Center-of-mass translational energy flux distribution for the react
CN(X 2S1)1C2H2(X

1Sg
1) at a collision energy of 27.0 kJ mol21.
IP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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via a C3H2N complex formation; the scattering preferen
for the forward~with respect to the CN beam direction take
as u50°) hemisphere implies that the complex lifetime
comparable to its rotational period, according to the oscu
ing complex model of a chemical reaction. At lower collisio
energy, theT(u) peaks on a broad plateau between 60° a
95°, reflecting a ‘‘bent displacement’’19 of the light H atom
during complex decomposition; cf. Sec. V. At the high
collision energy of 27.0 kJ mol21, the peak moves toward
u50° ~see below!.

V. DISCUSSION

A. Ab initio C3H2N and C3HN potential energy
surfaces „PES…

Electronic structure calculations help a great deal in
raveling the underlying chemical reaction dynamics of po
atomic neutral–neutral reactions. Therefore, we investiga
computationally the reaction of the cyano radical, C
(X 2S1) with the acetylene molecule, C2H2 (X 1Sg

1). This
investigation is the first complete computation of the C3H2N
PES compared to previous studies.20 Since the unpaired elec
tron is localized in the2S1 orbital of the carbon atom, CN

FIG. 7. Center-of-mass velocity contour flux map distribution for react
CN(X 2S1)1C2H2(X

1Sg
1) at a collision energy of 21.1 kJ mol21. Units

are given in m s21.
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attacks thepx /py orbital of the acetylene molecule barrie
less via a loose transition state. This process forms a de
bound~242 kJ mol21! Cs symmetric cis 1-cyanovinyl-2 radi
cal intermediate, HCCHCN~int1c! on the 2A8 surface; cf.
Figs. 9–11. Beside the cis structure, int1 exists in an iso
ergetic trans form as well~int1t!. Both the cis and trans
forms of int1 can isomerize easily via TS1a located only
kJ mol21 above the initial collision complexes; since th
isomerization barrier lies well below the total available e
ergy, int1t and int1c are expected to be present in eq
amounts. Alternatively, the CN radical can attack the ace
lene molecule with its N side. Similarly to the reaction of th
cyano radical with ethylene, the potential energy surface
no entrance barrier, and there is no transition state for
formation of a stable~148 and 147 kJ mol21! cis or trans
1-isocyanovinyl-2 intermediate, HCCHNC~nc-int1c/nc-
int1t!. In strong analogy to int1t/int1c, the isomerization ba
rier is only about 12/11 kJ mol21, and hence the ratio o
nc-int1t to nc-int1c is anticipated to be unity. The initial
formed isomer pairs int1c and nc-int1c as well as int1t a
nc-int1t can isomerize via three-membered cyclic transit
states TS1c and TS1t located 1 and 7 kJ mol21 slightly below
the energy of both separated reactants; Figs. 9 and 12

FIG. 8. Center-of-mass velocity contour flux map distribution for react
CN(X 2S1)1C2H2(X

1Sg
1) at a collision energy of 27.0 kJ mol21. Units

are given in m s21.
IP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 9. Schematic representation of the C3H2N potential energy surface.
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higher-energy isomerization process implies the formation
a bound, tetracyclic intermediate int4 via TS4b and TS
Both transition states together with the tetracyclic interme
ate are higher in energy than the separated reactants. We
to point out that a ring closure of int1c via TS3 yields
loosely bound ~15 kJ mol21! tricyclic intermediate int3.
Since a H atom loss leads to a highly unstable~1357
kJ mol21! triplet c-C3HN radical ~prod3, Fig. 13!, the only
decay pathway of int3 is a ring opening to int1c, hence
migration of the CN group along the carbon–carbon skele
of int1c. A CN group migration exists in nc-int1c as we
however, the resulting cyclic structure is found to be a fir
order transition state, but not a bound reaction intermedi

The C3H2N intermediates int1c/int1t and nc-int1c/n
int1t can undergo either a H atom elimination to form cya
noacetylene or isocyanoacetylene or depict a 1,2 H a
shift. The decay pathways involve tight exit transition sta
located 22 kJ mol21 ~TS1b! and 23 kJ mol21 ~nc-TS1b!
above the reaction products in exothermic~294 kJ mol21!
and endothermic~113 kJ mol21! reactions. In both transition
states, the H atom leaves along a direction forming an an
of about 90° with respect to the principal rotation axis A;
Figs. 10–11 and Fig. 15. The alternative 1,2 H atom sh
via TS2a and nc-TS2a result in int2 and nc-int2 that
stabilized by 288 and 186 kJ mol21. Although the barriers of
both H atom shifts are of the same order of magnitude
about 180 kJ mol21, nc-TS2a does not play a role in ou
experiments since its energy of 38 kJ mol21 is higher than
Downloaded 08 May 2006 to 128.171.55.146. Redistribution subject to A
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the maximum collision energy of 27.0 kJ mol21. A weakly
bound ~about 30–35 kJ mol21! tricyclic intermediate int5
connects isomers int2 and nc-int2 via transition states T
and TS5b. Both int2 and nc-int2 can decay via a fin
carbon–hydrogen bond rupture through rather loose
transition states TS2b and nc-TS2b located about 6
kJ mol21 above the products. The calculated structures of
two transition states indicate that their geometries are v
close to the product structures and that the H atom is dep
ing along a direction forming an angle of about 74° wi
respect to the principal rotation axis A; cf. Figs. 10–11 a
Fig. 15.

A high-energy singlet cyanovinylidene vin1~1115
kJ mol21! and singlet isocyanovinylidene nc-vin1~1227
kJ mol21! isomers also exist; cf. Fig. 13. Both singlet spec
are formed without an exit barrier; the corresponding trip
carbenes vin3 and nc-vin3 are even higher in energy. S
our maximum collision energy is limited to 27 kJ mol21,
none of the vinylidenes is relevant to our experiments.
nally, a H atom abstraction to form HCN or HNC is end
thermic by 23 and 83 kJ mol21, respectively, and involves
transition states located 41 and 96 kJ mol21 above the reac-
tants~Fig. 14!.

B. Energetical considerations and RRKM calculations

The maximum translational energy releases of b
P(ET) graphs are in line with a preferential formation of th
IP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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thermodynamically most stable cyanoacetylene isom
HCCCN in itsX 1S1 electronic ground state. Here, our be
fits yield an exothermicity of 90610 kJ mol21, whereas the
electronic structure calculations show 94 kJ mol21. Based on
published enthalpies of formations of the reactants and p
ucts, we calculate a reaction enthalpy of289.7 kJ mol21.21

The formation of the second most stable isomer isocya
acetylene, HCCNC, is endothermic by 13 kJ mol21, and
hence cannot account for the majority of the reactive sca
ing signal. The involved potential energy surface verifies t
conclusion. The formation of HCCNC must proceed eith
via nc-TS2b or nc-TS1b. The latter lies 36.0 kJ mol21 above
the energy of the separated reactants; since the highest
lision energy in our crossed beam experiments was 2
kJ mol21, this barrier could not be passed. Therefore, if H
CNC is a minor reaction product, nc-int2 is expected to
compose via nc-TS2b. Two pathways can lead to nc-TS
from intermediate nc-int1t via nc-TS2a or from int2 v
TS5a, int5, and TS5b. Considering our maximum collisi
energy of 27.0 kJ mol21, nc-TS2a cannot be passed, and
cyano–isocyano isomerization from int2 to nc-int2 is t
only remaining pathway. Our experimental data alone can
quantify the contribution of the HCCNC isomer, and we e
ploy RRKM calculations to tackle this problem. The ra
equations for the title reaction were solved with the rate c

FIG. 10. Selected bond distances in angstroms and bond angles in de
of reactants, intermediates, and transition states involved in the formatio
cyanoacetylene.
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stants computed by the RRKM theory; cf. Table II. As
result, the concentration of each species present in the r
tion mechanism was obtained as a function of time. T
concentration of the products att→` were then taken to
calculate the branching ratios.22 This procedure shows tha
HCCCN is the sole reaction product. Even if nc-int1c a
nc-int1t are formed as initial collision complexes, they rea
via TS1t and TS1c to int1c and int1t. Finally, we would lik
to point out that the formation of other C3HN isomers
c-C3HN and the vinylidenes is not feasible since these re
tions are too endothermic to be covered energetically. In
dition, the barriers of H atom abstraction by CN to for
either HCN or HNC is higher than the maximum collisio
energy employed in our experiments. Therefore we concl
that cyanoacetylene, HCCCN, is the sole reaction produ

C. The actual reaction pathway

Our investigation shows that the title reaction follow
indirect~complex forming! reactive scattering dynamics. Th
CN(X 2S1) radical attacks thepx /py orbital of the acety-
lene molecule barrierless via a loose transition state loca
at the centrifugal barrier to yield aCs symmetric trans or cis
1-cyanovinyl-2 radical intermediate, HCCHCN~int1t/int1c!
on the 2A8 surface. The electronic structure calculatio

ees
of
FIG. 11. Selected bond distances in angstroms and bond angles in de
of reactants, intermediates, and transition states involved in the formatio
isocyanoacetylene.
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FIG. 12. Bond distances in angstroms and bond angles in degrees of intermediates and transition states involved in the C2H2CN–C2H2NC isomerization.
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show that both intermediates are stabilized by 242 kJ mo21

with respect to the reactants. The ultrafast cis-trans isom
ization rate constant ofk5(2.64– 2.80)31013s21 verifies
that int1t and int1c are present in equal concentrations. U
complex formation, all four heavy atoms are rotating in
plane almost perpendicular to the total angular momen
vectorJ around the C axis of int1t/int1c. Both complexes c
react via two microchannels, i.e., a decay via a carbo
hydrogen bond rupture through a tight transition state TS
located 22 kJ mol21 above the HCCCN and H produc
~pathway 1! or a 1,2 H shift from int1t via TS2a to int2 prio
to a H atom loss via a rather loose TS2b to HCCCN and
~pathway 2!; the anisotropic exit potential excited the line
HCCCN molecules to B-like rotations. Our RRKM calcul
tions quantify the branching ratio of microchannel 1 vers
microchannel 2 to 85:15; this ratio is invariant as the co
sion energy varies from 0 to 30 kJ mol21.

The shape of the center-of-mass angular distributi
can be understood within the framework of the microcano
cal theory of angular distributions of reactive scattering p
posed by the late Roger Grice.18 Grice and Smith success
fully applied this theory to the reaction OH1CO→CO21H,
where the decomposing transition state approximates a li
rotor. In that case, the best fit of the experimentally de
mined center-of-mass angular distribution23 was obtained by
using a nominal preferred value ofb545°, whereb is the
Downloaded 08 May 2006 to 128.171.55.146. Redistribution subject to A
r-

n

m

–
b

s
-

s
i-
-

ar
r-

angle between the dissociation direction and the princ
inertia axis, A. The authors also displayed the result
center-of-mass angular distributions when the angleb shifts
toward collinear configuration or toward more bent sidewa
configurations. For a similar prolate decomposing compl
dissociation along the B axis (b590°) gives a sideways
peaked center-of-mass angular distribution. The relevant
composing transition states of our system can approxima
be considered linear rotor; moreover, they encounter the
teria suggested by Grice for a reliable application of t
model, that is the departing moiety is the light hydrog
atom and an exit potential energy barrier is associated
them. A closer inspection of the geometry of the two po
sible transition states TS1b and TS2b might suggest
TS1b is actually responsible for the sideways peaking
served at the lower collision energy; cf. Fig. 15. Indeed,
structure of TS2b should give a double peak in the cen
of-mass angular distribution or, since a range ofb is actually
possible, a large plateau from aboutu570° tou5110°. The
geometry of TS1b, instead, is such that bothu5b and u
5180°2b give sideways scattering centered at about 9
As a matter of fact, the lowerEc center-of-mass angula
distribution is peaked between 60° and 95° rather th
around 90°, while the higherEc one is mildly peaked atu
50°. The peak shift towardu50°, which augments as th
available energy increases, may be taken as evidence tha
IP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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complex lifetime is actually a fraction of~or comparable to!
the rotational period of the complex, according to the os
lating model of chemical reaction. The further shift towa
u50° for the higherEc experiment could be interpreted bo
as ~a! coming from a shortening of the complex lifetime
~b! a partial quenching of the reaction channel going throu
TS1b ~pathway 1! in favor of the one going through TS2
~pathway 2!, which would proceed through the formation
an osculating complex as well. The latter explanation c
actually be disregarded since RRKM calculations ha
shown that the branching ratio between pathway 1 and
invariant with collision energy.

VI. IMPLICATIONS TO INTERSTELLAR AND SOLAR
SYSTEM CHEMISTRY

Our crossed beam experiments together withab initio
and RRKM calculations verified for the first time explicitl
that cyanoacetylene, HCCCN, is the sole reaction produc
the radical–neutral reaction between an acetylene molec
C2H2, and a cyano radical, CN(X 2S1) at relative collision
energies of 21.1 and 27.0 kJ mol21. Neither the isocyano-
acetylene isomer, HCCNC, nor the hydrogen abstrac
products HCN or HNC were formed since these proces

FIG. 13. Bond distances in angstroms and bond angles in degrees of c
C3HN isomers together with cyanovinylidenes and isocyanovinyliden
Relative energies with respect to the separated reactants are give
kJ mol21.
Downloaded 08 May 2006 to 128.171.55.146. Redistribution subject to A
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are either endothermic or are inhibited due to an energ
cally not accessible exit barrier. Since the formation of H
CCN has no entrance barrier, is exothermic, and all involv
transition states are located well below the energy of
separated reactants, cyanoacetylene can be formed in
low temperature extraterrestrial environments such as c
molecular clouds TMC-1 holding average translational telic
.
in

FIG. 14. Bond distances in angstroms of H atom abstraction channe
HCN and HNC.

FIG. 15. Geometry of the exit transition states TS1b and TS2b together
the principal rotational axis. The C axis is perpendicular to the paper pl
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peratures as low as 10 K and the atmosphere of Satu
moon Titan. Likewise, this mechanism can account for
formation of the HCCCN isomer in ultracompactHII

regions.24 Therefore, the title reaction can be identified as
missing source of interstellar cyanoacetylene molecules
cannot be formed via postulated ion–molecule reactions
addition, our results unravel the Takanoet al. observation of
13C isotopomers.25 The authors discovered that the13C iso-
tope is concentrated in the carbon atom of the HCC13CN
molecule adjacent to the N atom. If13C is already enriched in
13CN radicals, a reaction with C2H2 could propagate this iso
tope enrichment to the newly formed HCC13CN molecules.

Besides interstellar chemistry, the chemical dynamics
CN(X 2S1) radical reactions with unsaturated hydrocarbo
are of fundamental relevance to the atmospheric chemistr
Saturn’s moon Titan.26 Titan’s atmospheric composition i
dominated by N2 and CH4 together with the minor compo
nents C2H6, C3H8, C2H2, HCN, HC3N, CH3CCH, and
C2N2.

27,28 Its cyano chemistry is thought to be initiated b
photolysis of HCN and C2N2 by solar radiation to generat
reactive CN radicals in their2S1 electronic ground state
Upon the reaction with C2H2, the cyano radical can form
then the experimentally detected HCCCN isomer cya
acetylene. We would like to stress a fundamental differe
between CN radical reactions in the interstellar medi
~ISM! and planetary atmospheres. Due to the low density
only about 104– 106 molecules cm23 in molecular clouds in
the ISM, only binary collisions are relevant; ternary pr
cesses do not play a role in the chemical processing of in
stellar, cold molecular clouds. Therefore, the involved co
sion complexes HCCHCN and H2CCCN cannot be stabilized
but decay to the HCCCN reaction products. In the den
planetary atmospheres, however, a third body collision
divert the internal energy to stabilize the HCCHCN a
H2CCCN radicals together with potentially involved ison
trile intermediates. Therefore, chemical models of planet
atmospheres must include these highly reactive and ph
chemically active radical intermediates as well to give a c
sistent picture.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

The chemical reaction dynamics to form cyanoacetyle
HCCCN (X 1S1), via the radical–neutral reaction of cyan
radicals, CN(X 2S1;v50), with acetylene, C2H2(X

1Sg
1),

are unraveled in crossed molecular beams experiments.

TABLE II. RRKM rate constants in s21 at two collision energies.

Collision energy 21.1 kJ mol21 27.0 kJ mol21

k(int1c→int1t) 2.7631013 2.8031013

k(int1t→int1c) 2.6431013 2.6731013

k(int1t→int2) 1.6231010 2.2531010

k(int2→int1t) 3.223109 4.583109

k(int1c→int3) 1.8831011 4.5231011

k(int3→int1c) 8.2131013 1.7931014

k(int1c→HCCCN1H) 4.3931010 6.0131010

k(int1t→HCCCN1H) 4.2031010 5.7531010

k(int2→HCCCN1H) 4.5831010 6.0931010

k(nc-int2→HCCCN1H) 2.043104 8.343105
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reaction has no entrance barrier and is initiated by an at
of the CN radical to thep electron density of the acetylen
molecule to form a doublet cis/trans HCCHCN collisio
complex on the2A8 surface via indirect reactive scatterin
dynamics. The four heavy atoms are rotating in the pla
almost perpendicular to the total angular momentum vectoJ
around the C axis of the complex. Here 85% of the collisi
complexes undergo C–H bond rupture through a tight tr
sition state located 22 kJ mol21 above the cyanoacetylene
HCCCN (X 1S1) and H(2S1/2) products~microchannel 1!.
To a minor amount~15%! cis HCCHCN shows a 1,2 H shif
via a 178 kJ mol21 barrier to form a doublet H2CCCN radi-
cal that is 46 kJ mol21 more stable than the initial reactio
intermediate~microchannel 2!. This H2CCCN complex de-
composes via a rather loose exit transition state situated
7 kJ mol21 above HCCCN (X 1S1) and H(2S1/2). The mild
forward/sideways peaking of the center-of-mass angular
tributions may well be related to the geometry of the relev
decomposing transition states within the microcanoni
model of Roger Grice. The explicit identification of the cy
noacetylene as the only reaction product represents a s
background for the title reaction to be included in reacti
networks modeling the chemistry in dark, molecular clou
outflow of dying carbon stars, hot molecular cores, as wel
the atmosphere of hydrocarbon-rich planets and satel
such as the Saturnian moon Titan.
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